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ABSTRACT
A system capable of detection and localization of objects of interest in a
semi-structured environment will enhance the quality of life of people who are blind
or visually impaired. Towards building such a system, this thesis presents a
personalized real-time system called O’Map that finds misplaced/moved personal
items and localizes them with respect to known landmarks. First, we adopted a
participatory design approach to identify users’ need and functionalities of the
system. Second, we used the concept from system thinking and design thinking to
develop a real-time object recognition engine that was optimized to run on low form
factor devices. The object recognition engine finds robust correspondences between
the query image and item templates using K-D tree of invariant feature descriptor
with two nearest neighbors and ratio test. Quantitative evaluation demonstrates
that O’Map identifies object of interest with an average F-measure of 0.9650.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Problem Description
Visual impairment is one of the most severe types of disability that a person

can endure. The World Health Organization estimated in 2013 that 285 million
people are visually impaired. Among those, 39 million are blind and 246 million have
low vision. National Eye Institute reported in 2012 that 4.1 million of Americans
lose their vision from eye diseases. A project called “Cost of vision“ conducted by
Prevent Blindness America (PBA) revealed that the total economic burden of eye
disorders and vision loss in the United States in 2013 is $139 billion. Visually
impaired people often face difficulties interacting with the surrounding environment.
The most frustrating impact of vision loss is, it creates dependency on sighted
people for navigation and finding objects. From an interview with blind and low
vision people, we found that they often face difficulty finding misplaced or dropped
items. In spite of enormous advancement in technology, still visually impaired
individuals are not independent compare to the people with other disability. For
example, motor impairments can be recovered by prosthetic leg/limbs, a paralyzed
person can regain mobility using wheelchair, an implanted electronic device can
provides a sense of sound to a person who is profoundly deaf or severely hard of
hearing. However, most of the people with vision impairment still depend on either
white cane or guide dog for navigation and finding obstacle. The white cane has
limited ability to provide navigational independence since the obstacles above the
user’s wrist is not detectable using it. It also cannot detect any object which are few
feet away. On the other hand, the guide dogs are very expensive. Finding misplaced
personal items is more challenging than finding obstacles or any arbitrary items.
The ability of sensing the size, shape, movement, color, and orientation of objects
depend on the vision. The sensing range of hands is limited by the length of user’s
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arm, though which can be extended through the use of cane. Hands can distinguish
shapes and textures but cannot sense the color, which is one of the discriminative
feature to recognize objects [1]. Whenever the visually impaired people is unable to
find an item by touch and feel, they asks sighted people to describes the space for
them. This dependency reduce their mobility [2] which motivates researcher to
design and develop innovative and interactive system to find and locate items.
1.2

Research Objectives, Scope and Methodology
A reconfigurable and portable vision based assistive solution can address the

problem and, as a result, can make semi-structured environments more accessible.
In recent years, many research have been conducted on navigation [3], way finding
[4], text reading [5], bar code reading and currency recognition [6]. But none of
them are widely successful to make the visually impaired people more independent
and hence, finding and locating personal items unobtrusively remained challenging.
While GPS and wireless sensor network based system [7] shows promising result in
an outdoor environment, there is still lack of a complete system to help people with
severe vision impairment to independently find which item is located where in a
semi-structured environment. The problem with the sensor based system is that, it
requires multiple sensors. It fails to locate an object if any of the sensors are unable
to recognize objects due to clutter or occlusion. In addition, these approaches
require communication among participating sensors which consumes more time. So
these systems fail to overcome the challenge of generating feedback in soft real-time.
Computer vision technology has the potential to assist visually impaired individuals
to independently access, understand, and explore such environments. The task of
object recognition has flourished rapidly and recognition methods based on
correspondence of invariant features have achieved robustness to clutter, occlusion,
and large changes in photometric and geometric properties [8, 9].
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In this work, we present a novel system, O’Map, to find missing/movable
items (Figure 1) and its relative position with respect to some reference items
(Figure 2) in a semi structured environment. Visually impaired users will have
smartphone or Google glass to capture video frames and to receive feedback.
Though the Google Glass is expensive and not widely available yet, it is more
ergonomic compared to head or neck mounted cameras and, hence, can be put into
practical use. Therefore, we designed a system that can be used either on phone or
Glass.

Figure 1: Sample Query Item
At first, the user needs to create a personal profile with items that they use
frequently (described in personal “Profile Creation” section). The O’Map has an
android app which communicates with a server. The android application supports
creating and maintaining user profile through a set of utility features. The user can
interact with the application via speech command that is processed using Google
Speech Recognizer. When the user selects first feature- “find item”, the O’Map
starts with checking the lighting condition of the environment. The poor lighting
condition is handled automatically by turning ON the flash light. Then, it asks the
3

user to record the name of the item of interest. The user is then asked to create
360◦ panorama. The system assists the users to create a panorama using information
from the compass and inertial sensor. The data are then sent to the server where
matching is performed with “template images” of query item and reference items
(described in “Item Matching” section). The system builds an object map of
reference items and read out the positions in clock-orientation which is closely
located to the identified item. Once the item is found, it keeps the record in log.
However, if the query item is not found in the panorama, the user is instructed to
move towards a reference item based on the past recognition history or user
discretion and the client application is notified to send individual video frames
which is processed until the item is found.

Figure 2: Sample Reference Item
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1.3

Overview of Chapters
Chapter 1 describes the problem elaborately and its necessity to address

properly. The overview of the system is presented concisely at end of this chapter.
The remaining chapters of this thesis works are organized as follows: In chapter 2,
previously performed research work which helps visually impaired people to live
more independently will be discussed, because it provides foundation of this project
and helps to understand intensity of the problem. Chapter 3 will contain detailed
information about system design & development. At the beginning of this chapter,
formulation of some utility features of O’Map will be discussed in the context of the
limitations of existing object recognition approaches. In chapter 4, systems
quantitative evaluation will be presented.
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Chapter 2
Related Works
The systems which were developed in the past for finding item of interest can
be categorized into four groups: 1) Computer Vision based system, 2) RFID/Tag
based system, 3) Audio Signal/sonar based system, and 4) Human assistance based
system.
Computer Vision and Image Analysis Based System: A plethora of
systems was developed in the past using Computer Vision technology such as
LookTel Recognizer [6], ORB ObjectRecognition [12]. The system developed by
”LookTel Recognizer” instantly recognize everyday objects such as soda can, cds. It
performs fast and on device recognition and requires no internet connectivity. This
system allows to enlist image of an item and its description using voice over
command. It provides feedback in soft real time. ORB ObjectRecognition [12] is
insensitive to the geometric and photometric changes of the scene. It uses invariant
feature descriptors to find items. It allows selecting an image which contains the
object to be searched from gallery of smartphone. The selected image is then
matched with preview mode frame and shows how many key points are matched. It
also has the option of capturing the object directly and matching to the video
stream. The system developed by “Talking Goggles“ [13] can recognize any images
like logo, landmarks, book, products, text and artworks. It shows description of
image and speaks it out to the user using the accent of selected language. In video
mode, Talking Goggles continuously checks the video stream for any familiar
images, and if something is found, it looks up more details on the image by a direct
search. If it is a product, checks where it is available nearby and shows the price
comparison. However, this commercial product does not consider users preferences.
User can not choose any particular item to search. It preforms generalized search
with familiar items. Andreas Hub et al. [14] developed a sensor module consisting
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of a stereo camera to assist blind people in orienting themselves in indoor
environments. The sensor module can be handled like flashlight and can be used for
searching tasks within three-dimensional environment which provides information
about object characteristics, position, orientation and way to navigate. This
systems detect objects based on image segmentation and color analysis. The stereo
view of the object is used to find distance between objects and user. The sensor
module equipped with several position and direction sensors. Using this system
visually impaired people will get better understanding about surrounding
environment. However, This system can not be used to find particular items such as
coffee mug, wallet etc. In addition, it requires extra devices such as WLAN card to
integrate multiple sensors with portable computer. The system fails to work
robustly when scene becomes complicated. The object detection based on color
property is sensitive to the light and processing stereo view is very time consuming.
These shortcomings hinders the wide acceptance. Another great effort to help
visually impaired people in navigating indoor an outdoor environment was
performed by Steve Caperna et al [15]. They conducted a survey to accumulate
actual user needs and combined GPS, internal navigation unit(INU), computer
vision algorithms, and audio and haptic interface to the system. The GPS and INU
provides walking directions from building to building while computer vision
algorithms identify and locate object such as signs and landmarks. However, GPS
based systems works consistently in the outdoor environment only. Andreas Hub et
al. [16] presented a method for interacting tracking of various types of movable
objects. The distance between sensor data and 3D model have been used to identify
the state of fixed objects like doors. The free movable objects are identified based
on an algorithms which is similar to human perception, based on shape and color.
They have integrated face detection algorithms to identify and localize presence of
human face based on interactive tracking of virtual models of humans. Tanveer et
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al. [17] presented a wearable systems using Google Glass that automatically
recognizes affective cues such as number of people, their age and gender distribution
in small talk. The blind people can get this services from some near by cloud.
Alexander et al. [18] design a system called HEADLOCK, for hand free Optical
Head Mounted Display to help blind people in traversing large open space. This
system identify salient landmarks such as doors, exit sign and provide feedback to
the user. They used computer vision technology to analyze landmarks.
The works which are very close to our system are proposed by Boris et al.
[19], Yi et al. [20], and Ricardo et al. [21]. The system presented by Boris et al uses
color attributes and SIFT features to detect object. It finds item of interest and
uses sonification to convey feedback. The system builds a color model from images
which are collected from internet. However, any recognition system based on color
attributes suffer when photometric properties changes, specially when the light
intensity of testing environment is different that training one. The system proposed
by Yi et al. [20] performs object recognition using SURF features. The places where
items get displaced very frequently are equipped with fixed camera. User will have a
wearable device to send request for finding an item and the systems matches all
scenes from all cameras and provide feedback. The wearable device verify the found
items. However, the major problem with this system is it requires multiple camera
to monitor different selected places and there is no room for checking any arbitrary
places. Ricardo et al. [21] developed a system which uses computer vision
technology to match templates. this system can find item in real time but does not
have any localization options.
RFID/Bluetooth Tag Based System: Numerous systems have been
developed for finding lost items through the use of RFID/Bluetooth enabled tag.
Kientz et al. [22] presented a design and evaluation of a mobile system called
“FETCH“ for visually impaired people to track and locate objects which they lose
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frequently. The FETCH use Bluetooth enabled tags and cell phones or laptop with
screen reader. The tags are attached with items which emits audible beep and work
within a range of 30 meters. The FETCH has wide coverage but it requires extra
Bluetooth tags for each items. The other commercial systems for addressing the
problem of finding items are FindIt [23], KeyRinger [24], SonicKeyFinder [25] and
FindOne [26]. FindIT [23] is used to find anything which are tend to misplaced
using State-of-the-art circuitry. It responds only to a specific three clap pattern.
SonicKeyFinder [25] comes with pairs where one KeyRinger is attached with query
item and other one need to place some safe place. So when user push the button in
one device it finds the paired part. If both of the paired KeyRinger are lost this
system becomes useless. The range of coverage is up to 300 feet and it has a bright
flashing light with programmable audio sound that makes it easy to find. FindOne
[26] works in similar way as KeyRinger except it has base transmitter which can be
used to find multiple items simultaneously which are tagged with unique id. Beside
these, there are numerous commercial product for finding items but most of them
are not accessible for visually impaired people and need extra maintenance efforts.
Audio Signal/Sonar Based System: In past, audio signal/sonar based
system to find obstacles or objects received significant attention from researchers.
An example of the system based on audio signals proposed by Kao et al. [3] which
uses FM sonar for mobility aids for the people with visual impairments. The FM
sonar generates continuous audio signal where the frequency of the ultrasounds
changes between lower and upper limits. The FM sonar signal are sampled and
converted to FM sonar image using Fourier transformation. The sonar images are
analyzed to detect the object, where the distance to a reflecting object is found by
blending the echo with transmitted signals and analyzing the resulting beat
frequency. Although they demonstrated the efficacy of the system in detecting
objects and obstacles with depth information of open space, it does not help to
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recognize item of interest. However, the drawback of this system is that the system
requires external FM sonar signal generator. The system suffers severely when
environment becomes complex and noisy because multiple source might interfere
each other.
Human Assistance Based System: There are some human assistance
based object recognition system such as VizWiz:LocateIt [10] and Tap tapSee [11].
“VizWiz:LocateIt“ and “Tap TapSee“ depend on crowd sourcing and allow the users
to capture the pictures, record the question and send it to crowd. The user can ask
any type of question (short, long or even descriptive). It also provides options to
choose where to submit the picture and question such as to a human worker, IQ
Engine, or FaceBook or to any person. The user receive feedback within 30 seconds.
However, sometimes it takes longer time to get response, specially at night. The
merit of using these system are: no training is required, user can share the captured
picture with their community and free form of questionnaires. This system also has
voice over interaction utility to address the accessibility issue. However, it requires
human assistance to analyze the captured frame.
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Chapter 3
System Design & Development
Designing any assistive solution considering ”System Thinking”, ”Design
Thinking” and ”Assistive Thinking” is important because it helps to understand the
complexity of a problem and to solve it effectively. System thinking is a set of
practices within a framework that emphasize on considering component of systems
as a whole, rather than in isolation. Thinking systemically also requires several
shifts in perception, which lead in turn to different ways to teach, and different ways
to organize a system. Design thinking is applying designer’s sensibility and methods
to solve problems, more specifically, its a methodology for innovation and
enablement. During the development of O’Map, in every phase and aspect we tried
to minimize user’s effort by reducing system’s complexity. We also considered the
distribution of targeted users and their ability to receive O’Map‘s service. Although
smartphones are available among most of the population of the world, some hand
free devices like Google glass are not widely accessible. That is why we intend to
develop O’Map on: 1) standalone devices (smartphone), 2) smartphone & Google
glass, 3) smartphone & remote server, and 4) Google glass & remote server.
3.1

Utility of O’Map
The utility features of O’Map are designed to address some problems of

existing object recognition systems. Most of the systems are designed for assisting
visually impaired people in way-finding or locating objects suffers from four severe
criticism: (1) criticism associated with accessibility issue- the system which does not
consider accessibility issue, especially for blind or people with low vision must not
be usable. Although, the smartphone includes accessibility features for visually
impaired people, special design practice should follow based on targeted user while
developing custom applications. The majority of the apps user interface are
designed for sighted people but it is clear that “Design for Usability” is completely
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different for people with low vision then normal one. Javier and colleague introduce
a concept called “Low vision Mobile App Portal“, which describes how to access
mobile apps those are designed for visually impaired people. However, to resolve
this problem we have integrated voice over command utility to interact with O’Map.
[27] (2) criticism associated with focalization and cropping problem-Focalization
refers to aiming the camera to right direction to obtain a good composer and
complete view [28]. What happen when aim is not proper? The answer is: Poor
decomposition makes the picture hard to understand. The Visually impaired people
can spatially localize what they want to photograph and can roughly aim the
camera. It is revealed from a study that people who are blind and have low vision,
desire to capture the picture of human, object and event as like sighted people [29].
One of our participant said that, once she used to do wedding photography but due
to the partial loss of vision now she is unable to capture any the picture. However,
Visually impaired people need some assistance to capture picture with adequate
information. “EasySnap” [30] is a real-time system that enables blind and low-vision
users to capture picture with high-quality by providing audio feedback as they point
their existing camera phones. It has three modes of operation, “Freestyle”, “People”
and “Object”. In the “Freestyle” mode, it acts like an ordinary camera which does
not provide any feedback except about blurred image and darkness. When it works
in “People” mode, it detects face and readout the location, size. It also provides
feedback about how much the face is taken up in the screen and location of the face
in frame as well as phone alignment. In “Object” mode, the user needs to capture
the image from close to the query object. Then, it gives feedback every three
seconds which tells about the current position of the original view, how much the
original view is taken up and phone orientation with respect to gravity. The
shortcomings of this system is that it requires close proximity to detect face and
object. iOS camera also provides feedback about the position of face in the frame in
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the preview mode, but it does not have any features like that for aiming or
capturing objects. ASM and colleague [31] designed a dyadic conversation aid which
solved the focalization problem partially, only for human face, by indicating the
position of face in different location of window. Marynel et al.[32] present a system
to help visually impaired people in aiming camera with visual attention of an image
by Saliency Map. It highlights visual stimuli in the context intrinsically and finds
possible region of interest (ROI) in the image. The most salient region with highest
rank is selected and slowly moves the camera until having better ROI. The cropped
pictures are the result of poor focalization and strongly discourage people with
visual impairments from photographing other people. The cropping might happen if
the object is large and captured from very close to it. However, O’Map addressed
the problem of the focalization and cropping by captured 360◦ panorama (see sample
panorama 10 discussed in “Object Map” section) of the semi-structured
environment. Hence, the user does not need to aim in any particular direction to
capture complete object. (3) criticism associated with robust recognition- the robust
detection of item of interest is very important because any false matching might
mislead the users. The real environment might be very cluttered and there might be
a lot of object with similar shape and texture, which is the one of the reason of false
matching. In addition, the lighting condition might be different for training & test
images. A robust recognition system should allow to find items from any arbitrary
direction and position irrespective of changes of all variables. However, we overcome
this problem by matching an item’s template with invariant feature descriptor with
two ratio tests (see “Item Matching” section) (4) criticism associated with feedbackin past, very little research has been conducted to explore different mode of
feedback. The possible mode of assistance while capturing picture might be speech,
tone, and silent feedback to reach to identified item. From a survey, it is found that
spoken direction or feedback are more preferable than tone and vibration [29]. In
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this work, we integrated text-to-speech (TTS) feedback to guide the user during
profile creation and searching items. The remarkable benefit of using speech
feedback is user can understand systems message without having any training. It
also eliminates the burden of memorizing, such as for tone and vibration feedback
user needs to learn different tones and their corresponding meaning.
3.2

System Model and Assumption
O’Map has some assumptions to receive full functionality. First, the alpha

version assumes that sighted people will help to create personal profile. In the beta
version of the O’Map, visually impaired users can enlist items by themselves
(discussed in “Profile Creation” section). Second, the dimensions of each item are
known, which are mandatory to estimate the approximate distance between
identified item and user. Third, the lighting condition should be fair enough to
analyze picture. The system generates feedback about lighting condition
automatically. Fourth, objects are significantly visible, because if most of the
surface area of an object is occluded, the system will not find sufficient numbers of
features point to match. This situation might arise if objects are small and
panorama is created from far away.
3.3

Profile Creation
Given the personalized nature of the application, each user is required to

create a profile which contains a list of reference and query items with their name,
approximate dimension (height and width), and images. The reference items are
those items which people do not move frequently, on the other hand, query items
are get displaced/moved very often. Figure 2 and 1 shows some “Reference” and
“Query” items respectively. The dimensions are used to calculate distance between
identified item and the user, which has been described in the ”Distance Estimation”
section. The O’Map uses voice over command to enlist items with four utility
options: (1) List existing item: the system reads out name of all items that are
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enlisted so far in personal profile. It helps users to manage items and they can
include an item if it is not found in the list. (2) Add new item: the system allows
the user to add a new item with associated parameters with the help of a beep
sound and speech feedback. For example, the system guides the user like “speak the
name of the item after beep” then the name is recorded. The other parameters can
be recorded in the same way. In order to collect the clear views of items, it can be
placed on table without any background clutter. To capture the images of an item
the system instructs the user to hold the smartphone in front of it. Then, it
automatically opens the camera to capture images. The system guides the user to
capture multiple images covering all view of an item. The recognition performance
is increased if the personal profile has multiple images covering all viewpoints for an
item. So, the system works consistently irrespective of users searching direction.
Figure 3 shows a coffee mug from different views points which are included in
profile. Now, what would be the total number of views enlisted to get robust
identification for an item? The answer is: it depends on item size, shape, textures
and surface. If the object is very small such as keys, flash drive, couple views is
enough but items like coffee mug might require 4-10 views based on their position.

Figure 3: Sample Items with possible views

There are some items such as eye glasses, jar, water bottle, etc. which might
have a symmetric view in surface. The symmetric views does not contribute to
augment matching accuracy. In addition, It wastes storage and prolongs the profile
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creation. So, the redundant images of symmetric views are eliminated by comparing
color histograms. Figure 4 shows two views of an water bottle which are symmetric
and their color histogram are also similar. So, when the color histogram of a new
view matches with existing views by 75%, it is excluded from others. (3) Add image
of existing item: - Using this option user can include missing views of an item in the
profile. (4) Delete an item: - This option is used to delete an item from personal
profiles. The collected data are then compressed and sent to the server including
selected option.

Figure 4: Histogram of two symmetric view

When the server receives a request to list all items (option 1), it reads the
names from persistent storage and return it to the client application. A new group
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is created when it finds a request to add a new item (option 2). It creates an
individual group for each item to reduce the search space. Missing views of an item
are combined together with existing views (option 3). In order to build robust and
invariant recognition system, SURF (Speeded Up Robust Features) features and
descriptors are extracted from item image with an associated key point’s scale [33].
SURF descriptor is a 128-dimensional vector consisting of sixteen eight-bin weighted
histograms of gradient orientations. A k-dimensional (K-D) tree is built from the
feature descriptor. Each level of K-D tree space is partitioned into two parts. The
partition is performed along one of the dimensions which almost equally distribute
points in each part. Figure 5 shows a K-D tree data structure, where in the first
level, partition axis l1 which passes through the point p5 splits 10 data points into
two almost equal segment. This organization of high dimensional data reduces the
search space at each level. A hash table is maintained to store K-D tree index for all
items where the hash key is the item name and value is the K-D tree index. The
K-D tree indices are saved in persistent storage to eliminate pre-calculation time
during the searching period. However, when the user wants to delete an item from
personal profile (option 4), it removes that group with all images and K-D tree.

Figure 5: K-D tree
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3.4

Item Search
The O’Map consists of two main modules: (1)Client: Data acquisition and

communication, and (2)Server: Item recognition (shown in Figure 6). In data
communication module, all input parameters are collected, including video frame.
To collect input parameter efficiently some utility features such as flash ON/OFF,
compass data, and rotational information has been incorporated. The rationality of
including these features are discussed in detail below.

Figure 6: Architecture of the Item Search Module

Checking Light:The lighting condition of surroundings needs to be
adequate to capture images with sufficient quality for analysis. Since it is very
difficult for visually impaired people to infer the lighting condition, the system
automatically examine it. If the lighting condition is not sufficient,the system turns
ON the camera in flash mode and informs the user. The application needs some
customization to use it in Google Glass, since glass does not have torch or flash
mode. This feature is implemented by calculating color histogram. Figure 7 shows a
18

dark image and a well lighted image and their corresponding intensity histogram. In
the dark image histogram, first few bin contains most of the pixels, while for the
lighted image, pixels are distributed all over the histogram. So we applied this
simple logic, if the first five bins of histogram contain 80% of pixels then the torch
mode of camera is switched ON. The user is informed about flash status through
audio feedback.

Figure 7: Architecture of the O’Map

Voice Input Interface: The accessibility issues are addressed regarding the
targeted users. Voice over utility is added to interact with the system shown in 8.
The user provides the query item name as voice input. The recorded input is
analyzed by Google speech recognizer and converted to text. If the query item is
not found in predefined personal profile, it allows user to add new item. In the
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current version, only single-word item name is allowed to record which eliminates
parsing task for raw text. However, Google speech recognizer sometimes generates
erroneous text from speech if the accent is not proper.

Figure 8: Voice over utility

The development procedure for client side is concisely shown in Algorithm 1.
In each algorithm, the notation, input and output is shortly described.
Object Map: An object map contains reference item’s name and
corresponding clock position. The object map of a semi-structure environment is
created from panorama. Figure 9 shows a panorama and corresponding object map.
There are three benefits of creating panorama. First, it helps visually impaired
people to construct mental map of semi-structured environment. Second, it
eliminates processing time of continuous frame, if the item is found in panorama;
hence it saves battery life of smartphone/Google Glass by not capturing continuous
video frames in first step. Third, it resolves the cropping problem of large reference
item, which increase the number of matching correspondences. A 360◦ panorama
with 18 frames is used to build a sparse object map of reference item. The Vertical
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Algorithm 1 (Client) Finding missing Item in semi-structure environment
Notation: F is a image matrix of gray level pixel value, total N number of pixels
Input: Item name
Output: Items relative position
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:

Capture frame(F) on camera preview mode
Calculate intensity histogram (H) from captured frame
N ← width(F)*height(F)
pixelCounter ← 0
for i = 1 to 5 do
pixelCounter ← pixelCounter + H(i)
end for
if pixelCounter/N ≥ 0.8 then
Turn ON Torch
Notify user using text to speech service
end if
create panorama from frames at 20◦ apart
provide feedback about 360◦ coverage
instruct user to provide speck item name
start Google speech recognizer Intent
parse item name from voice over input
encode and compress input data and transmit
listen to port for the feedback
if item not found in panorama start sending individual frame.
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Name

Position

Wall Clock

12 O’Clock

Sofa

5 O’Clock

Dining Table

10 O’Clock

Piano Desk

3 O’Clock

Computer desk

2 O’Clock

Figure 9: Panorama and Object map
field of view of camera is 42.6◦ and frame has been captured 20◦ apart which ensures
successive frames have sufficient overlapping. The frames are captured in portrait
mode of screen with wide horizontal field of view (54.8◦ ). It confirms that large part
of the scene is covered vertically. The stitching of the frames is performed by finding
correspondences between consecutive frames. The large overlapping area produces
adequate correspondences that result seamless blending of frames. However,
creating a panorama becomes difficult and picture gets blurry, if camera shakes
abruptly or the user rotates too fast. This problem has been addressed using
rotational information from smartphone’s inertial sensors. Empirical observation
suggests that rotational speed more than 20◦ /sec cause blur in the image. We
provide a speech feedback ”too fast”, when user crossed that angular velocity
threshold. It might be very difficult for visually impaired people to infer the amount
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of area covered during capturing panorama. So the compass information was used
to ensure 360◦ view were captured while creating the panorama. Figure 10 shows a
sample 360◦ panorama produced by O’Map. The rotational angle is read out on
20◦ apart with major four directions (North, East, West and South). This rotational
information is used to get relative position of items in clock orientation (12-o’clock,
3-o’clock etc.). Once the panorama is created, it is then compressed to utilize
network bandwidth, and sent to server with item name, start position of panorama
creation, and rotational direction.

Figure 10: Sample 360◦ panorama
Handling Query: The server runs the application in multi-threaded mode
to handle requests from users. The two step recognition process is performed in the
server which will be accessible via cloud services in future. At the beginning, the
server initializes the FLANN [34] (Fast Library for Approximate Nearest Neighbor
search) based matcher with stored K-D tree index of SURF descriptors of all
reference items. Then, it waits in a thread for client request. It updates FLANN
matcher, if any of the items in personal profile changes due to addition of image.
When it receives data from clients, it decompresses and extracts panorama frame,
item name, start position of orientation, and direction of rotation. Then it extracts
SURF descriptors from panorama and finds correspondences with reference items
using FLANN matcher. The sparse object map is built by finding location of robust
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correspondent keypoints and centroid of bounding box of reference item. The
aforementioned two approaches are used to check the consistency of measurement.
If the width of panorama is w and pixel index of a keypoint or centroid is x, and
start position of rotation is Si then position of that reference item, Pitem can be
calculated using Equation 1 which has been depicted in Figure 11

Pitem (degree) = Si ±

x × 360
w

(1)

Initial Angle

User Initial Position

Object Position

Figure 11: Object position

The ± symbol is for clockwise and anticlockwise rotational direction
respectively. The measured value of Pitem is then converted in clock-orientation.
The system also calculates bounding box for each reference item. If the desired item
is found in panorama, then it measure the position depending on the two bounding
box. If the query item resides within the reference item bounding box, it generates
feedback like “item on top back”, or “item on top left” etc. If the bounding box of
reference item does not contain query item, then feedback like “item on left side”,
“item on right side” etc. is spotted. However, if the query item is not found in
panorama the system guide the user to move towards the previously found location
of a reference item based on past history and object map. If the Log is empty,
especially for the first time search, the system leaves it on user discretion to change
her position. The server application notifies client to start sending individual video
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frames. The SURF feature descriptor are extracted from individual frame and
matched with trained image K-D tree until the item is found or user terminate the
application. In both cases which item found where is stored in Log history. The
underlying task in server side is concisely presented in Algorithm 2 & 3. The
sub-procedure “GetPosition” is called from Algorithm 2.
3.5

Item Matching
The correspondences between pre-calculated template descriptors and

panorama or individual frame descriptors are established using Brute-Force search
at the beginning. This exhaustive search technology is not computationally efficient
for real time system. However, to optimize the computational time k-nearest
neighbor (KNN) search with k-d tree was incorporated later. The FLANN based
matcher was used to utilize high dimensional feature descriptors in K-D tree index.
Figure 12 shows a sample matching for a coffee mug, where 4267 correspondent are
found between templates and query image and most of them are false matching.

Figure 12: matching befor ratio test. Wrong bounding box
The false and weak correspondences are eliminated by two types of ratio
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Algorithm 2 (Server) Finding missing item in semi-structure environment

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:

Notation: P is a matrix with gray level pixel value of panorama, queryItem is
the missing item, startPosition is angle from which user start rotating to create
panorama, panoRotation is direction of rotation(clock wise=0,anti-clockwise=1),
ObjectMap holds reference item position in clock-orientation.
Input: image frame/panorama, item name, start position
Output: Items relative position in object map
Initialize FLANN matcher with precalculated SURF descriptor of reference items
listen to port for client data
panoramaChecked ← false; ObjectMap ← nil P ←nil; queryItem ← nil
startPosition ← 0 ; panoRotation ← 0
if panoramaChecked=false then
P ← create a image matrix from decoded data
set queryItem, startPosition, panoRotation from frame’s header
extract SURF features descriptors from panorama
for each reference item descriptor do
find correspondences in panorama with keypoint’s location (x)
refItemPosition ← GetPosition(width(P), startPosition, panoRotation)
ObjectMap(refItem) ← refItemPosition
Send speech feedback about item and position
end for
Load K-D tree index for query item
panoramaChecked=true
find correspondences between panorama & query item
if item found in panorama then
provide feedback about relative position to reference item
keep record in log history
else
notify user item is not identified in panorama
if history log is not empty then
provide direction from object map
Notify client app to transmit individual frame
else
Take user preference
end if
end if
else
if item not found & panoramaChecked=true then
find correspondences between individual frame & query item
if item found in individual frame
provide feedback about relative position. keep record in log history
end if
end if
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Algorithm 3 (GetPosition) Calculate position of an item
Input: frame width , start position, rotational direction
Output: Items relative position in clock orientation
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:

tmpAngle ← 0
if panoRotation is clock wise then
tmpAngle ← startPosition +x*360/width(P)
tmpAngle ← tmpAngle%360
else
tmpAngle ← startPosition -x*360/width(P)
if tmpAngle < 0 then
tmpAngle ← tmpAngle+360
end if
end if
convert angle to clock- orientation and return

test:(1) distance ratio, ratio of distance between first and second closest neighbors of
template patches; (2) scale ratio, ratio of scale of two matched keypoint (shown in
Figure 13). The matching performance was recorded for different value of ratio of
distance. If the ratio is too small, the system becomes very conservative and misses
an item to recognize. If it is high, false matching are not eliminated. However, from
a pilot study with RGB-D Object Dataset [35] and some custom samples, we found
that 99% of false matching is removed if the distance ratio is 0.54. Figure 14 shows
that 42 (out of 4267) dominant pairs survived after the distance ratio test.
We also found that, if the matching is correct, the ratio of scale for every
pair of two matched key points remains almost identical. The Scale of a keypoint is
the scale at which it is detected and the Laplacian response becomes maximum [8].
This property helps to identify an object from different viewpoints. So we removed
all the pairs which have a large divergence in ratio of scale from baseline, shown in
Figure 14). Only 20 robust correspondent survived after scale ratio test. Further,
matching performance is improved by filtering outliers using random sample
consensus (RANSAC) method. The correspondences are verified using homography
transformation and the bounding box of identified item is drawn using homography
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Figure 13: matching after ratio test: Correct bounding box
matrix. However, to calculate homography matrix, at least four points are required.
Hence, after all filtration, if four or more feature points survived, we spot the
feedback about the presence of the desired item.
3.6

Distance Estimation
In addition to relative position, we measured the approximate distance of

identified item from the user’s location. We have adopted two simple ideas from
[36, 37]. Neither approach estimates distance with high accuracy but are reliable
within four meters. The equations for both approaches are explained below for the
sake of clarity.
Distance estimation using scale of keypoints: The scale of keypoints
from SURF features are used to calculate distance between object and user. The
quotient of scales of matched keypoints for training templates and query image
helps to estimate their apparent size. This approach use Equation 1 to calculate the
distance.
In Equation 2, Str and Sreal denotes the scale of matched keypoints of
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Figure 14: All points which are deviated from baseline are removed after scale ratio
test.Only 20 robust pairs survived out of 42 for coffee mug templates
templates and recognition image; Wtr and W im are the width of the object in the
templates and recognition image measured in pixels, α is the view angle and D is
the Distance between object and user. The α could be horizontal or vertical field of
view angle which depends on how user holds the smartphone as shown in Figure 15.
If user holds the smartphone in landscape mode, α will be the vertical field of view
angle and in portrait mode it will be the horizontal field of view angle. The
accuracy of estimated distance depends on the matched pairs. Any mis-matched
pair can produce in-accurate estimation, hence we averaged the measured distance
from all pairs. The accuracy of measure distance increased with the increase of
number of true matched pairs. We found experimentally that if the number of the
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true matched pairs is more that 8, the estimated distance is reliable enough.
However, when the matches are fewer then 4, then the estimated distance is largely
inaccurate.

D=

Wreal × Wim × Str
Wtr × Sreal × tan(α/2)

(2)

Figure 15: Distance calculation using Field of View

Distance estimation using camera properties: The distance between
object and camera is measured using camera internal parameters such as focus
distance and CMOS sensor dimension. The size of object in CMOS sensor is
measured using the ratio of the frame size and object bounding box.

Figure 16: Distance calculation using sensor information
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HobjCM OS =

Dobj =

HCM OS ∗ HM BR
HF rame

(3)

Hobj ∗ Df
HobjCM OS

(4)

In Equations 3 & 4, HobjCM OS is height of object on CMOS sensor,HCM OS
denotes height of CMOS sensor, HM BR represents height of bounding box on query
frame, HF rame is height of frame, Dobj is distance between object and user, Hobj is
real height of object and Df is focus distance of camera.
All the parameters are measured programmatically, except the item’s
dimensions which are collected during personal profile creation phase. The scale of
the matched keypoints are retrieved while features are extracted. The other
parameters are retrieved from camera internal sensors. However, we tried to reduce
the user effort to supply input parameters without affecting the desired goal.
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Chapter 4
Performance Analysis
4.1

Results
In order to evaluate the system objectively, we selected RGB-D Object Data

[35] set and custom samples which accounts all the variability for training images,
test items, and scene. The variabilities in the data set includes: different shapes
(rectangular, cylindrical, spherical, and cubic), texture, shade, and glossiness of the
surface (specular, diffuse and smooth). The scenes are captured from different
viewpoints with background clutter and occlusion. The RGB-D Object Data set was
collected and processed by the University of Washington and Intel Labs Seattle [35].
The following sections describes the variabilities of the objects and O’Map’s
matching performance.
Positive Samples: Figure 17 shows a sample matching outcome of O’Map.
In the left part of this image, it has a template of an item with 12 views and the
right part is a scene with query object. The scene contains a query object which has
glossy and textured surface with cylindrical shape and the search environment is
very cluttered. We can see that O’Map can correctly establish the robust
correspondence even in this cluttered environment. Although the bounding box of
the identified item is not precise enough but it successfully encompass the query
item. However, depending on the object shape, size and view point O’Map’s
performance might vary. In Figure 18, a query item with shiny surface and thin
layer has been shown and we can see that there is no robust match between item
templates and query image. The reason is that query object was taken from far
away and its height, color and shape are such that it is blended with background.
So, these type of object do not cover significant area in the 2D images; hence, it
does not produce sufficient number of keypoints and robust correspondences.
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O’Map does not provide useful feedback in those scenarios. These types of scenarios
are very difficult to explain even for sighted people.

Figure 17: Samples type: positive; Surface:glossy, textured; Shape:cylindrical;
Background: cluttered;

Figure 18: Samples type: positive; Surface:glossy, textured; Shape:rectangular flat;
Background: cluttered;

Negative Samples: We conducted some experiments to observe how
O’Map respond to the user when items are not present in the scene. Figures 19 &
20 shows a sample scenario for two items. In both pictures, you will see there is not
a single matched correspondences between templates and scene. O’Map can handle
the negative sample correctly in most of the cases. However, Figure 21 shows a
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negative sample (query object not in the scene) where three false pairs are found.
The possible reason for these false matching are the environment is too cluttered
and there are some unwanted object which has surface alike the query items.
Moreover, from this figure we can see that it found similarity between can’s label
and the poster’s content. Although, there are few false correspondences found,
according to the threshold (minimum four matches are required to spot the presence
of an item) that we have set from experimental outcome, these type of scenarios
efficiently handled by O’Map and does not confuse users. We considered the fact
that the user might be disappointed if systems produce false positive. However, a
trade-off has been drawn between precision and recall to make sure that the system
does not become conservative or too liberal.

Figure 19: Samples type: negative; Surface:glossy, textured; Shape:cylindrical;
Background: cluttered;

Effect of visibility of object: How the objects are visible in the scene is
one of the key factor for robust matching. The level of visibility depends on
numerous factors such as size of object’s, view points, distance between camera and
objects, occlusion etc. O’Map can provide reliable recognition response if the object
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Figure 20: Samples type: negative; Surface:mixed, textured; Shape:mixed;
Background: cluttered;

is reasonably visible. The range of distance between user and query item varies
object to object based on their size, shape, surface texture etc. So when the
distance goes beyond that range O’Map’s performance degrades, and it completely
fails when visibility of objects reduced significantly. Figure 22 shows a sample scene
where distance between user and desired item is 3.5 meters approximately. We can
see that the query object is identified properly. In Figure 23, a sample scene has
been shown where the same object, a coffee mug, was captured from same view.
The distance between query item and user is 6 meter approximately. We can see,
only two robust pairs are found and which does not meet the threshold to spot the
presence of that item. So, In those scenarios O’Map suffers severely.
Effect of Surface Textures: O’Map has better performance in identifying
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Figure 21: Samples type: negative; Surface:glossy, textured; Shape:cylindrical;
Background: cluttered;

objects with textured surface. So when an object does not have any texture or
distinguishable feature, O’Map completely fails. Figure 24 shows a scenario where
the one-time glass does not have any texture in surface and O’Map generates a false
negative response.
Template Selection: Multiple views are required to received orientation
independent recognition. O’Map combines different views of an item together. If the
background of the template is not smooth or clutter free, then it might produce
false matching. Figure 25 shows a sample scenario where a false pair has been
established with the template’s background. So, Templates with cluttered
background have adverse effect on O’Maps performance.
We formulated some case studies and each of the cases have been thoroughly
examined with 30 indoor items, which are frequently used by visually impaired
individuals. Those cases are: (1) Reduction of matching time- in the first
experiment, time consumption to match items using Brute-Force and K-D tree has
been analyzed. When the number of high dimensional feature points is increased,
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K-D tree algorithm has better computation efficiency than Brute-Force approach.
Although, Brute-Force approach produces more number of robust correspondences
than K-D tree algorithm, the final result is not affected by it, because we set four
robust matches as threshold for identifying an item. Table 1 shows part of the result
from the experimental outcome. (2) Finding Robust Correspondences- to find
Table 1: Gain in matching time using K-d tree over Brute-force approach for high
dimensional data
Item
#Keypoints #Keypoints #Matches #Matches
Time
Name
in Templates in Panorama K-D Tree
B-F Gained(ms)
Jar
10899
2819
14
37
515.58
Wallet
9351
3568
55
86
438.47
Bookshelf
10991
3711
19
30
84.67
Key
3672
3265
14
30
56.05
Coffee mug
10241
3745
40
124
1090.4
robust correspondences the false matching are eliminated by two types of ratio test
described previously (described in “Item Matching”). We computed matching
performance for different values of the distance ratio with positive and negative
samples. With the increase in distance ratio, false matching increase irrespective of
presence of items in the scene, hence matching accuracy degrades. However, we
found system functions robustly when the distance ratio is 0.54 and the item is
visible significantly. The system performance is improved further by the scale ratio
test which is shown in two ROC curve (Figure 26). The average F-measure before
and after scale ratio test is 0.9362 and 0.9650, respectively. The overall recognition
accuracy is 95%, which outperforms the system proposed by [21] and [20]. Two
ROC curves view that area under curve is 0.987 and 0.989, which are near perfect.
When the object does not have textures in surface, visibility is reduced due to
object size or the distance between object and user then performance of O’Map is
severely affected. Figure 27 shows a ROC of O’Map’s matching performance where
some extreme case has been considered along with normal visibility. The
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identification accuracy is 84.96% and average F-measure is 0.827 considering those
scenes where objects are poorly visible. (3) Correctness in object map- the object
map was created and evaluated from 50 panoramas, which contained three reference
items (table, bookshelf, computer desk). The system measured the items location in
clock orientation with 92.30% accuracy. In Figure 28, correctness of the object map
is shown for two sample items. Panoramas were captured from arbitrary position
and direction. The actual angle and distance between items and user were measured
using smmrtphone compass and meter scale. We can see from the graph that the
predicted value using two approaches are very close to actual one. The blue line
represents actual position and the red and green line are predicted value using pixels
position of matched correspondence and identified bounding box. It is found that
the position based on correspondences pixels is more accurate than position based
on center of identified bounding box, for example root mean square error for first
and second approach are 2 degree and 7.5 degree respectively for the item
“computer desk”. The reason for better accuracy using first approach is the level of
granularity. In the first approach, all the robust correspondent were accounted to
calculate position while the other method only considers center of bounding box.
There is little option to compensate the error only using single point if the bounding
box does not encompass the item entirely or have partial occlusion or skewed to any
side; (4) Feedback Time- the round trip time for receiving feedback is 25-40 seconds
when an item is found in the panorama. The used server configuration is: CPU 2.53
GHz, Memory 6.GB, 64 bit windows 7 and during matching it used 60-84% CPU.
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Figure 22: Samples type: Positive; Surface:smooth, textured; Shape:cylindrical;
Background: cluttered;
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Figure 23: Samples type: positive; Surface:smooth, textured; Shape:cylindrical;
Background: cluttered;
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Figure 24: Samples type: negative; Surface:smooth, textured; Shape:cylindrical;
Background: cluttered;

Figure 25: Samples type: Positive; Surface:smooth, textured; Shape:cylindrical;
Background: cluttered;
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(a)

(b)

Figure 26: ROC of system performance. (a) Before scale ratio test. (b) After scale
ratio test.

Figure 27: ROC of system performance after the distance and scale scale ratio test.
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Figure 28: Correctness of Object Map. 1. top:-Computer desk 2. bottom:-bookself
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
In this thesis work, we presented a new approach to find and locate personal
belongings. The novelty of our approach is incorporating panorama to build object
map from semi-structured environment(described in Object Map section),
increasing the matching performance by two type of ratio test (described in Item
Matching section), designing an interactive system for visually impaired people
(described in Profile Creation and Object Map section) and optimization in
matching time using K-D tree (described in Item Matching section). The
advantages of including each features is described in respective sections. We started
designing O’Map by adopting ideas from “Assistive Thinking” and “Design
Thinking”. We are also collaborating with a group of visually impaired people at
Mid-South Access Center for Technology (Mid-South ACT) to assess usability,
accessibility and usefulness of this system. During the design and implementation
phase, we have actively collaborated with two people who are congenitally blind.
The iterative development and objective evaluation demonstrates the efficacy of
O’Map. Since visually impaired people are included in the design cycle and system
performs robustly, we believe that the indoor environment will be more accessible
using O’Map. Although, the initial model is successful there is still scope for future
developments. One of the participants suggested to add navigation and way finding
utility to this system. We also have plan to conduct large scale usability study using
subject with various degrees of disability. However, our work is not beyond
limitations. One of the participants said that, sometimes the visually impaired
people doesn’t receive assistance from sighted individuals. This is because, either
they don’t want to get any help or sighted people are not accessible to them. So, in
those scenarios, O’Map suffers a lot in personal profile creation phase.
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